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Morning CORE

Is there a better way to start off a summer Friday than with a Soul Train line dance https://bit.ly/3gytgKg ? I
think The Dazz Band was singing about this market rally. “We both are here to have some fun, so let it whip.” I
plan to bring a basketball with me the next time I hit the dance floor.
US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures are lower ahead of today’s Jobs Report at 8:30am. The
unemployment rate is forecast to fall to 10.5% (per Bloomberg). Estimate is for 1.48 million new jobs added
in July, which a major slowdown from June-which saw 4 million added. Democratic leaders and the White
House remain ‘far apart’ on a relief package, with the President ready to sign his own order to extend
unemployment benefits ($600 per week), restrict evictions and enact a payroll tax holiday. Trump ratcheted
up the heat on Beijing by signing executive orders prohibiting US residents from doing business with TikTok
and WeChat apps. A plan under discussion would also require Chinese companies to comply with US audit
rules for listings on US stock exchanges. The Nasdaq has been higher for 7 straight sessions. Will it ever take
a breather? S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: -11.10, 10-Yr Yield: 0.523%.
CORE Headlines:
 White House and Democrats end Thursday night negotiations without a stimulus deal. White House
Chief of Staff Mark Meadows says both sides are a "considerable amount apart." President Trump is
preparing executive orders to cut payroll taxes, extend unemployment, and to prevent evictions.WaPo
 White House Chief of Staff Mark Meadows also said that President Trump is willing to a "narrower
deal" with Congress.-WSJ
 Facebook (FB) will allow employees to work remotely until June of 2021 and will provide $1000/per
employee for home office needs.-Reuters
 U.S. President Donald Trump has unveiled sweeping bans on U.S. transactions with the Chinese
owners of messaging app WeChat and video-sharing app TikTok, escalating a high-stakes
confrontation with Beijing over the future of the global tech industry.-Reuters (a bargaining chip in
negotiations?)
 Homebound customers of Uber more than doubled their orders from the company's food-delivery
service in the second quarter but demand for ride-hailing trips only marginally recovered from
pandemic rock-bottom.-Reuters (I haven’t been in an Uber since Feb. Stock is +16%YTD)
 Intercontinental Exchange said Thursday it would spend $11 billion to acquire Ellie Mae, betting the
U.S. mortgage technology platform would benefit from significant automation of the home financing
process.-Reuters
 Initial supplies of any successful coronavirus vaccines are now expected to fall short of what is
needed, forcing drug makers and US officials to grapple with the thorny question of who should
receive the medication first.-WSJ (not hard. Older Americans and people with underlying conditions go
to the front of the line)
 Trump signed an executive order on Thursday to help increase production of essential medicines,
medical equipment, and protective gear in the US, according to trade adviser Peter Navarro.-WSJ
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Fractional trading has become widespread among individual investors as stock splits fall out of favor
at top companies and the pandemic intensifies the appeal of tech giants, whose share prices have
often been pushed into the hundreds or thousands of dollars.-WSJ
UBER, LYFT: Wedbush analyst Daniel Ives said drastic cost-cutting measures for Uber and Lyft should
pay off eventually, adding that both companies “will emerge on the other side of this dark valley
much leaner and more profitable businesses as we head into 2021 and beyond."-IBD
Federal agents will be sent into Memphis and St. Louis to help local police tamp down rising crime
rates, particularly gun violence, as part of the federal government’s “Operation Legend” initiative.NYP
AMZN chief Jeff Bezos on Wednesday sold one million shares of the company amounting to $3.1B,
bringing his total stock sales for the year to over $7B; he will use the money to fund his Blue Origin
space company.-NYP
Foreign purchases of US homes dropped to the lowest level since 2013—foreigners spent $74B in the
year ended in March, down five percent from the prior year—a boost for domestic buyers at a time
when inventory has been tight.-WSJ
Many companies have discovered that the business interruption policies for which they pay insurers
high premiums refuse to pay out amid the biggest business interruption in modern memory—and
some are going to court over it. -NYT
Household debt in the US has declined for the first time since 2014, driven by a steep fall in credit card
balances that is the result of consumers spending less during the coronavirus lockdown—the $76B
contraction is the sharpest on record.-FT

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 The Atlantic: Just a small shift to remote work could have major implications https://bit.ly/2PHuabP
(I’m not a fan of generalizations about radical shifts in behavior due to this pandemic, but some
intriguing points.)
 Time: Museums and historic places may not survive coronavirus https://bit.ly/3a0cPUN
Charts from The Daily Shot:
Let’s begin with the labor market.

• Unemployment applications declined last week to the lowest level since March.
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Source: Oxford
Economics

• The total number of Americans receiving unemployment benefits remains near record highs (above
30 million).
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Source: Economic Policy
Institute

• This year’s layoffs have been unprecedented in recent decades.
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Source: @EconguyRosie

Morgan Stanley expects today’s payrolls report to show a gain of two million in July.

Source: Morgan Stanley
Research
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The firm sees the unemployment rate dropping to 10.2%.

Source: Morgan Stanley
Research

Bloomberg’s consumer sentiment ticked higher.
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The gains were driven by the youngest and the oldest cohorts (18-34 and 65+). Sentiment among all
the groups in the middle declined.
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Source: @TheTerminal

the sharp gains in the median price of homes sold this year reflect not only home price appreciation
but also improved sales of higher-end homes (better credit scores).
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Source: @WSJ Read
full article

• Mortgage delinquencies tumbled as loans shifted forbearance.
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Source: NY Fed
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Credit card balances declined again.

Source: NY Fed

Student loan delinquencies plummeted due to the CARES Act emergency relief (see overview).(The
government is basically paying itself.)
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Source: NY Fed

Retail investors fell in love with options trading.

• This is what shows up in Google when you type “how to buy.” (I’m sure this will end fine.)
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Source: @jessefelder
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CNN’s fear/greed index is moving deeper into greed territory.

Source: CNN Business

Downside volatility is at the lowest levels of the year.

Source:
@ISABELNET_SA, @MorganStanley

some sector updates (relative returns over last 5 days).

• Banks:
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• Consumer staples:
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• Healthcare:
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• Communication services:
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• Tech:
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Bitcoin is testing $12k.
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The media’s excitement about gold points to speculative frenzy.

Source: @TeddyVallee
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Google search activity for “how to buy gold” has been rising.

Source: Google Trends

Real yields continue to tumble.

90% of government bonds trade at yields lower than 1% versus 40% in 2019.
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Source: Deutsche Bank
Research

What do homebuyers want?
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Source: @WSJ Read
full article

New York City subway ridership:
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Source: Deutsche Bank
Research

Where the US is viewed as an ally:

Source:
@pewglobal Read full article
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When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not indicative of future
results.
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